
LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make nets (easy) 

 

1. Look at the 3d shapes below.  

 

                     

 

Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick it 

next to the shape in your book.  

   
 

3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in 

your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T 

make a cube. 
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LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make nets (medium) 
 

1. Look at the 3d shapes below. Write the name of each one and then list what 2D shapes you would 

need to make each one. Eg. A cube needs 4 squares and 2 rectangles. 

 

                     

 

2.  Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick 

it next to the shape in your book.  

       
3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in 

your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T 

make a cube.  Test them out using paper or card.  

 

 
4. Now have a look at these nets for a square-based pyramid and do the same. Cut them out, 

colour red if you think it will work. Yellow if you think it won’t. Then test using paper. 
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LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make nets (hard) 
 

1. Look at the 3d shapes below. Write the name of each one and then list what 2D shapes you would 

need to make each one. Eg. A cube needs 4 squares and 2 rectangles. 

 

                      

 

2.  Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick 

it next to the shape in your book.  

   
3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in 

your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T 

make a cube. Then test them using paper or card.  

                         
 

4. Now have a look at these nets for a square-based pyramid and do the same. Cut them out, 

colour red if you think it will work. Yellow if you think it won’t. Then test using paper. 

           
5. Now try the same with these possible nets for a triangular prism 
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